
Lesson 1 - PowerBuilder Introduction
PowerBuilder is an integrated development environment owned by Sybase, a division of SAP. It
has been in use since 1991.In 2010, Sybase released a major upgrade to PowerBuilder,
intended to compete directly with Microsoft Visual Studio.
Sybase sells another programming language called PocketBuilder. It is based on
PowerBuilder and used for creating applications that run on mobile devices such as cell
phones or PDAs (personal digital assistant)

Features:
- PowerBuilder has a native data-handling object called a DataWindow, which can be

used to create, edit, and display data from the database. This object gives the
programmer a number of tools for specifying and controlling user interface
appearance and behavior and also provides simplified access to database content.
To some extent, the DataWindow frees the programmer from considering the
differences between Database Management Systems from different vendors.

- Power Builder Application Class Contains: User interface: Menus, Windows
and Windows Controls that user interact with to direct an application.

- Application Processing Logic Unit: Event and Function Scripts in which you
code Business rules, validation rules, etc., these also called as custom class
user objects.

- Power Builder Applications are Event Driven. In applications, Users performs
in response to actions.

- Power Builder Uses Power Script language consisting of Power script
Commands, functions and statements that perform
processing in response to an event.

- Power Builder Provides easy access to database connectivity either through
ODBC or JDBC interfaces.

Usage:
PowerBuilder is used primarily for building business applications. PowerBuilder is used by
some companies in the financial and telecoms sectors. However in recent years,
PowerBuilder has seen substantial competition arise from Java development tools and from
Visual Studio.
There are a number of third-party tools that build upon and enhance the functionality of
PowerBuilder, including Appeon for PowerBuilder, Visual Expert for PowerBuilder, and
Enable Multilingual.

Integration with third-party software:
PowerBuilder supports ActiveX and OCX controls, both visible and non-visible. It also can
use OLE Automation as a client. However, PowerBuilder supports only late binding, not early
binding. Therefore, when using OLE Automation, a dropdown of possible actions is not
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provided. PowerBuilder can also act as a DDE client or server, providing a further
mechanism to interoperate with other applications.
PowerBuilder can make Windows and third-party API calls, and, in general, works well with
third-party libraries in DLL files; however it does not directly support callback functions.

Compilation and debugging:
PowerBuilder offers a "/pbdebug" runtime switch, which creates a log file. This can help track
down a bug "in the field", as the user simply emails this log file to the developer. It has
another feature which can log all SQL statements to a file. It also has built-in performance
profiling, an integrated debugger, context-sensitive help, and an active newsgroup to provide
support.
PowerBuilder applications are typically compiled to p-code, which is then interpreted by the
PowerBuilder runtime. Although it can be compiled to machine code (called c-code), a
typical business application does not run any faster. Only applications which do an unusually
large amount of computations with little I/O are likely to benefit from compiling to machine
code.


